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Project Summary 

To facilitate and empower local artists to develop their socially 
engaged practice, enabling them to work in meaningful ways with 
young people and organisations that work with them across 
Greater Manchester.

llly

Making of Us was a two-year project funded by Greater Manchester Combined Authority’s Culture Fund. Devised by The Turnpike CIC, an 
independent art gallery, and delivered by a dedicated Making of Us project team through the Turnpike’s partnerships with Wigan Targeted 
Youth Support Services, True Colours CIC and new partner, The Together Trust.

The project focused on up-skilling and diversifying the artistic workforce through the delivery of socially engaged projects across Greater 
Manchester. The main aim was to trial a professional development pathway for artists that would make a significant and lasting impact on the 
lives of young people across Greater Manchester. 

Uniquely this programme included the opportunity for artists to put their developing skills into practice within a ‘live’ community project.

Activity took place across Wigan, North Manchester, Tameside and Stockport – areas of Greater Manchester that have experienced significant 
challenges before and during the Covid-19 pandemic.

This report brings together the successes, challenges and learning gained from this reflective based artist development programme. 

https://www.theturnpike.org.uk/


16 Artists

8 collaborative 
projects 

55 young people 
participants, with 

diverse needs 

17 CPD 
Days - 20 
sessions + 34 mentoring 

sessions

3 partner 
organisations 
- 5 locations 
across Gtr. 

Manchester

Dedicated 
project 
team

3 creative 
assistants

Making of Us in numbers

+ embedded 
evaluation activities 
with all involved in 
programme

All artists would recommend 
programme to others

All partner organisations want 
to carry on working with 

Making of Us artists

All projects were filmed 
by a video artist

1 project 
assistant



The story of Making of Us
The Making of Us project came directly out of the Turnpike CIC’s core mission:
To remove barriers to participation and, to raise aspirations and resilience in local communities 
through the provision of high-quality collaborative art exhibitions, workshops and events.

With a strong track record of supporting individuals into creative and cultural careers, The Turnpike’s 
experience of delivering volunteer programmes, placements in partnership with schools, colleges and 
universities, and paid project apprenticeships was key to the development of the programme.

Making of Us enabled The Turnpike CIC to extend the reach of this aim and push boundaries in 
collaborative socially engaged arts practice with isolated and disadvantaged young people and 
communities. 

The programme was awarded a GMCA Culture Fund in Autumn 2019 but was delayed by 6 months 
due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The Turnpike CIC brought together their project partners; Together 
Trust, True Colours CIC and Wigan Targeted Youth Support Services to redesign the programme in 
light of Covid restrictions. 

The Making of Us programme was designed to address the lack of professional development 
opportunities for freelance artists who were already delivering socially engaged work. 

Following Covid-19 restrictions this was revised to include a focus on understanding the future 
of socially engaged practice in light of emerging digital and socially distanced approaches.



The programme brought 
together three key deliverables

1. Supporting professional 
development

2. Delivery of ‘live’ collaborative 
projects

3. Development of reflective 
practice

Aim
To provide 15-20 artists with a supportive and caring working environment in which to develop their socially engaged 
practice. Creating as safe and inclusive a space as possible by inviting artists to define their own terms and needs for 
access and inclusion within the recruitment and delivery of the programme. 

Participants
Making of Us opportunities were targeted at addressing inequality and increasing diversity in the cultural sector. 
Artist recruitment clearly stated this eligibility criteria. The programme engaged directly with young people (13-25 
years) who experience disadvantage, focusing on special educational needs and young people who are care 
experienced.

Delivery
The programme was delivered in two phases; with six artists in the first phase December 2020 – June 2021,  and ten 
in the second phase, September 2021 – March 2022. The first phase was aimed at mid-career socially engaged artists 
from diverse backgrounds living and working in Greater Manchester. 

After reviewing the first phase of the programme, the second phase was targeted at early to mid-career socially 
engaged artists and was actively promoted to artists who experience racism; identify with coming from a 
disadvantaged background; people who are D/deaf, disabled or neurodiverse; and people who identify as LGBTQIA+.

Evaluation
An external evaluator was recruited as part of the Making of Us Project Team, to embed continuous reflective 
practice from the outset. This enabled the programme to be extremely agile and respond to feedback almost 
immediately.

The programme

The following slide gives an overview of the project as a whole 



Reflective Evaluation 
The Making of Us project used reflective practice across the programme to help increase self-awareness, develop 
creative thinking skills and encourage active engagement in work processes, as well as creating a greater sense of 
understanding of how different approaches to working practices can affect those involved.

The following methods were used and proved to be a great way to create ongoing reflections, whilst providing an 
effective record of the programme:

For Artists:
● Feedback sheets, phone or online chats 
● Peer reflection 
● Reflective journals
● Tailored resources - practical guides, templates and tried & tested tips in gaining feedback 

from young people

For Young People:
● Pre-project introductory sessions  
● Short creative fun based feedback sessions after every workshop
● End of project focus groups 

For Partner Organisations:
● Short but regular feedback /planning chats with artists (email/face to face/phone)
● Focus group sessions with young people and/or feedback chats with evaluator 

“The robust reflective evaluation 
undertaken meant that by the end 
there was very little criticism, as issues 
were discussed and resolved as they 
arose.” Turnpike Project Lead



“…it is hard to find what didn’t work. The artists 

were extremely flexible and in tune with the young 

people and their additional needs. They took on 

board that the young people need a ‘messy’ type of 

artform and really tapped into this. The artists have 

gone above and beyond at every level, being 

prepared for every session and constantly putting 

the young people at the heart of the project.” 

Partner Organisation lead worker, March 2022



Impact Wheel 
Artists’ top tips in developing truly collaborative projects 

Enables you to
● Develop skills & knowledge together in an open & 

honest way
● Share practices & active network of co-workers
● To have someone to bounce ideas off / have your 

back
● Find complementary working practices and share 

resources, ideas, skills, networks
● Try out project/ session ideas together
● Creates a safe space with like-minded people, in a 

non-competitive atmosphere 
● Develop lots of tools & resources
● Enjoy the invitation to play, explore & develop

Be open to 
● Change & allow participants to shape ideas and 

projects
● Not delivering a perfect session - it's about 

creating a safe space to enable spontaneity 
● Developing at the participants’ pace
● Not delivering a finished product - concentrate on 

making, playing and trying things out
● Finding ways to support the group to develop 

based on their needs 
● Knowledge exchange - participants helping you 

shape your practice & activities 

  Use reflective practice to
● Embrace challenges as a learning experience
● Actively develop / improve your practice
● Learn boundaries & good practice for yourself & 

your participants
● Develop confidence for your own ideas/ practice
● Support your creative, access & emotional needs
● Own what does not work & actively make 

changes & improvements

It is essential to
● Build a relationship with the organisation & all 

the staff who will be supporting you
● Arrange inductions with the organisation and 

participants in their own spaces
● Define & agree roles & communication formats 

together
● Ask for support - you are not alone & everyone 

wants to see you succeed
● Develop trust & respect for others



 “The people who get the most out of arts are 
the ones that make them.”

Grayson Perry, 2020

“Art should be yours not 
scripted - Art is your art.”
Young participant, 2021

“This is how all such 
programmes should be run” 

Making of Us artist, 2021 



This report was produced by Deb Walker, April 2022, 
with lots of help from the Making of Us project team, 
artists, young people and partner organisations.

Useful links:

Making of Us Website
includes Making of Us 
Artist Database

And a great big 
welcome to 

our 3 Making 
of Us babies! “Great to be validated and 

encouraged by mentor - 
Play is art and art is play.”
Making of Us artist, 2022

https://www.theturnpike.org.uk/makingofus

